This study considers the mechanism underlying how people use unique patterns of language use as a greeting message, using Konnichiwa(こんにちは: good afternoon), and Konbanwa (こんばんは: good evening), a simple and common message appearing in Japanese mobile phone e-mail (Keitai-mail), as an example. The data corpus analyzed for this study consists of 43,295 mails for communication purposes from 60 Japanese young people. The result shows that people apply uniqueness in a limited way, and moreover their unique use of language is largely affected by the standard rules of Japanese, including sound information such that as は (ha) is pronounced /wa/ わ(wa).
Introduction
In the present IT era, people seem to be very familiar with CMC in their daily life, in particular in Japan, and as a striking feature of CMC, Language plays (LP), which are (in most cases) intentional use of unusual expressions, are heavily and commonly used. In Japanese Keitai-mail, several types of LP are found, as Miyake (2007) suggests (see Backgournd). LP are not solely interesting as a peculiar phenomenon; their role is not limited to matters of text. For example, Crystal (2008) introduces LP in poems composed by SMS, and mentions that the 160-word limit for SMS can be extended by the application of LP in terms of expressions. Therefore, the components and intentions of natural, but informal use of languages are important questions in the present text communications.
To answer, of the many types of discourse in Keitai-mail, this study analyses greeting messages as an example. Greeting is a short, simple, common practice in communication and people use phrases of greeting frequently in their Keitai-mail exchanges. Therefore, to allow an in-depth look at the pattern of LP applied to Keitai-mail, greeting messages are now analysed by way of example.
Linguistic and communication research focused on CMC have also been conducted and many studies illustrate the characteristics of each CMC with its unique feature (e.g., Sakai, 2018) , as Zhao (2006) mentioned its significance, in different languages (e.g., Danet & Herring, 2007) . Japan, whose language has five types of scripts plus imported emoticons and original picture-based characters, is also given attention as a case study of the handling of several different script in CMC. As new media appear, new language use is introduced and discussed; however, the underlying mechanism seems too complex to encapsulate. To advance the understanding of language use and communication, this study approaches unique language use through theoretical calculation and descriptive data analysis. In addition to formal scripts in Japanese, LP make up a great amount of Japanese CMC, including Keitai-mail, and this study investigates how these elements are used or interconnected naturally from the greeting messages こんにちは and こんばんは. か, き, く, け, こ). Katakana are scripts that are mainly used to spell foreign loan words, with the same sounds as Hiragana (e.g., ア, イ, ウ, エ, オ, カ, キ, ク, ケ, コ). Kanji are Chinese characters, and since they have been adapted to Japanese usage, Kanji are different from Chinese characters in the Chinese languages in some sense (e.g., Sunday to Saturday in Kanji can be written as 日, 月, 火, 水, 木, 金, 土). Romaji are the alphabet to describe Japanese based on its sound system. Japanese writing also use Arabic numerals. In these five scripts, Hiragana and Katakana are the native Japanese writing systems, whereas the other three share some properties in its shape with language systems from some other countries. Compositions in Japanese writing are the combination of these scripts.
In Japanese CMC, several types of Language plays (unique use of language beyond the standard rule) exist. A facemark, or Kaomoji is created by using the pre-installed symbols such as (^ ^) (meaning 'joy') and (>_<) ('sadness') (Miller, 2004) , which are widely found in CMC regardless of PC or mobile phones. Emoji is pre-installed picture emoticons: for example, most frequently used Emoji in Keitai-mail are a splash of sweat ( ), shining ( ), and a happy face ( ) (Sakai, 2013) . Similar to Emoji, Japanese Keitai-mail can also use Decome Emoji, which can be downloaded from Internet sites, and can be added to Keitai-mail. In theory, the number of Decome Emoji are unlimited.
Moreover, pre-installed symbols in font sets such as ☆ or ♪ are inserted as a part of text. In other cases, some Kanji (Chinese character) are used beyond the standard rules, to express writers' feelings (in many cases disclosed by parenthesis) (Hanai & Oguchi, 2008 ).
With LP above discussions, Miyake (2007) summarizes extra-textual elements found in Japanese CMC, in particular Japanese mobile-email ( Figure 1 ). Figure 1 . Extra-textual-elements in Japanese mobile e-mail Source: Miyake, 2007, p. 62. In addition to formal scripts in Japanese, LP occupy a great amount of Japanese CMC, including Keitai-mail, and this study investigate how these elements are used or interconnected naturally from a greeting messages of こんにちは and こんばんは.
Methods
This study analyzes the corpus from raw data of communication practices appeared in Keitai-mail the researchers gained through field work. In detail, this study analyses 43,295 Keitai-mail for communication purposes collected from 60 Japanese young people (aged 18 to 30, ratio of male to female is 1:1. i.e, 30 male participants and 30 female participants) during May 2009 to January 2010.
1
The participants use mobile phones sold by the three major Japanese Keitai companies: NTT Docomo, Softbank and au, and the numbers of participants using each Keitai company are as follows: Docomo 28, SoftBank 11, and au 21. Keitai-mail are collected by Keitai-mail backup software Keitai-master MX (ver 4.5) (Jungle Inc., 2009), with selection of participants which Keitai-mail could offer. Because of specification matters, Decome Emoji stored in au mobiles cannot be collected.
Of the many types of discourse in Keitai-mail, this study analyses greeting messages as an example. Greeting is a short, simple, common practice in communication and people use phrases of greeting frequently in their Keitai-mail exchanges. Therefore, to allow an in-depth look at the pattern of LP applied to Keitai-mail, greeting messages are now analyzed by way of example. Firstly this study intends to consider how much writers' intentions involve, by seeing the case studies to illustrate the real language use. To discuss the characteristics of ach.ccsenet.org Asian Culture and History Vol. 10, No. 2; 2018 LP, a part of expression which is necessary and follows a standard form is called base and moji additionally included as a potion are called option.
Result and Discussion 1: こんにちは (Hello)
This section discusses another greeting message, こんにちは. Table 1 shows all patterns appearing in the data. Tables 1 to 4 and Figures 2 and 3 summarise statistical information. 
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With Replacement Through this statistical information, we can see the same tendency, that participants mainly choose a very simple form as their original one (a full five syllables of こんにちは without using LP), and they also use some LP in a simple manner.
Comparing おはよう (good morning) and こんにちは, while the former uses additional moji more than replacements (おはよーう -おはよお), the latter shows the opposite pattern. This can be explained thus: to use replacements in おはよう requires a certain level of incongruity, but to replace は with わ (こんにちは toこんにちわ) seems more natural since は in こんにちは is pronounced /wa/, i.e., it is equivalent to the sound of わ. This result accords with the prediction from the previous section as well and affords further evidence for the prediction of phonological dependency in composing a written text.
As a base syllable reduction form, the participants use こんちは, which omits a syllable in the middle, rather than こんにち, which omits a syllable at the end in the same way as おはよ. The reason for こんちは as a word pattern is simply that this is a reflection of the spoken form of modern Japanese in Keitai-mail texts and is doubtless natural. However, it is interesting that there is no こんにち pattern in the data. This indicates that even though LP is a creative act with a theoretically infinite potential to form patterns, people tend to create patterns based on common usage of language (phonetic contraction). In this case study, the reflection of phonetic contraction is only about 7.5% (20/267).
The case study of こんにちは gives supporting evidence for the predictions in the previous studies, and also tells us that even though LP are a way to impart some form of uniqueness which violates a standard rule, this also depends on relative maintenance of the naturalness of the standard rules: the limitation of LP is that they cannot violate the standard rules too much, in order to keep the original meanings of each word. Table 7 illustrates the patterns found for こんばんは. The table shows basically the same tendency as the case of こんにちは. In particular, the replacement of は with わ occurs to a certain extent, as shown by Figure 4 showing a similar shape to Figure 5 . Note. The number in parenthesis shows the total number in each subcategory. For more detailed discussion, compared with the case of こんにちは, こんばんは (good evening) includes a significantly different pattern: こんばんは can be written in Kanji 今晩は. The proportion of the Kanji form is small in the overall patterns. As for the two patterns, if the occurrence is illustrated based on percentile ( Figure  5 ), both patterns show the same tendency as the tendency as a whole shown in Figure 4 . This result indicates that the overall tendency towards choosing a simple pattern is not affected by the type of moji. In terms of the number of moji, Table 8 summarises the proportion of occurrence based on the number of moji compared with the standard form. For example, こんばん consists of four moji, and since the standard form of こんばんは is a five-moji word, so こんばん is categorised as N-1. Similarly, 今晩わんこそば, which is a unique pattern from 今晩は, consists of seven moji, and its original 今晩はhas three moji, so 今晩わんこそ ば is counted as N+4 category ( Figure 6 illustrates the percentile of each pattern).
Result and Discussion 2:こんばんは (Good Evening)
These summaries suggest that, even though a word may exhibit several patterns, the distribution of each pattern centralises at the number of the standard form. Moreover, as with the previous case study, people usually employ minimal addition and subtraction to create a LP. In the case of 今晩わんこそば, one Kanji form has four additional moji as shown. Here, わんこそば (a type of Soba noodle) is a word and the sequence of four additional moji in this expression is just a case of use of an additional word instead of adding four separate moji. Even though the table shows there is a word of extreme length (7 moji) in the data, the formation of these four Vol. 10, No. 2; 2018 additional moji can be as simple as other patterns which only require minimum effort. At the same time, わんこ そば can be hit because of は is pronounced /wa/（わ）(i.e., there is no はんこそば /ha n ko so ba/ in their corpus). Therefore, simplicity in LP is a basic tendency and it can be done through different types of moji Another replacement pattern unique to the こんばんは pattern is the replacement of the last syllable は(ha) withみ (mi) :こんばんみ. This is outside the word-addition rules seen in the previous examples including attachment of an additional vowel, long vowel marks, and methods which result in a sound pattern similar to the standard one. That is because this case has a different source:こんばんみ comes from the comedy material of a popular Japanese comedian called Bibil Ohki (ビビる大木). He is to a certain extent famous among Japanese comedians; many people are likely to have heard こんばんみ when viewing his TV program. In addition, his longtime use of this term shows that the sound of こんばんみis natural enough to be accepted by many Japanese, particularly young people. Therefore, it occurs in Keitai-mail as a frequent pattern, providing supporting evidence of social influence on language use.
Conclusion
Through these two case studies, it can be predicted that LP are creative acts based on standard forms using relatively simple methods without too much violation of the principle of naturalness to a native speaker of Japanese. Sounds, in particular the exact sounds as sensory information (such as the は of こんにちは/こんば んはbeing pronounced /wa/, which can be replaced by わ), have a relatively large impact on LP. Patterns where LP violates the natural sound expected in standard Japanese appear less frequently, and message creators are not likely to employ them.
